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"The buildings are starting to show their age" The above is a quote from a good number of our
parent survey's over the last few years. It's honestly
one that 'irks me a little bit, but only because I
want everything we have and everything we do to
be the absolute best for your campers. But here's
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the thing about honesty in survey's: it opens my
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eyes to things I don't always see. In recent years,
I've been focused on increasing our functionality
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and efficiency across camp, and had neglected
aesthetics and some much needed improvements.
So after reading those surveys, and removing the
emotions with how personally I take things about
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ICBC (because, hey, I'm looking my age too), we
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started with a plan to update, and renovate our
most used cabins.
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Flyers went out, and online giving campaigns
were started, and we are so blessed that so many
of you responded! We were fully funded on the
cabin projects ($15,000) within just a few months.
Churches, families, and even individuals gave to
make sure that we could have all the materials we
needed to complete the project. Volunteers came
from FBC Plainfield, FBC Indy, Unity BC, First Karen
Baptist Church, and deserve much thanks for their
help.

I want to also take a second to thank 2 men who
worked themselves tirelessly to complete these
cabins in time for the summer. Terry Kelly
(Bedford) and Phil Morris (Bedford) both have put
in an incredible amount of time and effort to make
sure things around camp, and especially these
cabins, are the best possible.

Unchanging

Each cabin
received:

The thing about updating things around Indian
Creek, is that some will always feel the tinge of
discomfort with change (we're Baptist aren't we?).
They have memories, and history, and love for the
way things used to be. But as culture changes, and
the needs of our campers change, and the desires
of our camper parents change, we must keep up.
So we change
But some things at Indian Creek will never
change.
Many things about the cabins have been updated,
one even got a name change (Union 2 cabin has
become Bloomfield cabin, to honor the giving,
and support of Bloomfield FBC). But what

New Entry door
New Storm Door
6 New Slider
Windows
Fresh Coat of
Paint
Baseboard Trim

happens inside will always remain. Campers will
continue to CONNECT with one another, and make
deep lasting friendships that last a lifetime. Cabin
Leaders will lead Bible study lessons that
REFRESH the way our campers think about
Scripture, Jesus, and the world around them.
Everyone will GROW in their relationships with
their cabin-mates, and most importantly they will
GROW in their relationships with Jesus. Kids will
open up, leaders will share, His Name will be
Glorified, and Salvation will happen.
The things that happen inside the hearts and
souls that enter each cabin will be everlasting
changes, and will long outlive the changes we've
made to the cabin itself. We'll continue to update
the aesthetics, because things grow old, and need
repair. But some things will never change!

Exterior Metal
Siding
Breezeway Metal
Siding
Interior Lighting
New Switches
and Wall
Sockets

More left to do
The cold beginning to spring, and the fact that we were also doing a
major update to the Lodge meant that we were a few weeks behind.
When summer approached we we're only a few steps from being
finished. While we have taken a few more steps throughout the summer,
this Fall will be a perfect time to wrap these projects up and finish the
job at hand.
We still need volunteers to help us add the baseboard trim, trim the
windows, and install the new roof on Bartle & Beaty Cabin. If you or your
group is interested in booking a service retreat you can contact the camp
with the below information.
We look forward to showing off the new cabins to anyone who would like
to stop in for a tour, and we look forward to all the changes we make in
the future.

Learn more about each cabin project
Click HERE
Contact the camp
812-279-2161
indiancreek@abc-indiana.org

Give towards your favorite project:
campindiancreek.com/give

